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A marriage for the monarchÂ One last New York night with Sofia Ramirez is all Prince Nikandros

Constantinides allowed himself before returning to Akathinia, after a dreadful accident took his

brother's life. But before the royal rebel is crowned, Nik discovers that he didn't leave Sofia behind

alone!Â In a baby's heartbeat, Nik turns Sofia's world upside down and whisks her away to his

Mediterranean kingdom. Dissolving a politically perfect engagement is not what Nik&#151;or his

country&#151;had in mind, but this proud prince will do whatever it takes to legitimize his new

rule&#133;with a wife and child!
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This book is the first in Jennifer Haywardâ€™s Kingdoms and Crowns trilogy and boy does it grab

the reader from the very start.One the one hand, we have the Hero, Nik, a gorgeous, somewhat

detached prince of Akathinia who believes he has what he wants out of life, appears to be happy to

live in New York, but is puzzled by his restlessness. We also have the Heroine, SofÃa, a fashion

boutique owner whoâ€™s seemingly content with her life but secretly dreams of becoming a fashion



designer.Nik and SofÃa have been enjoying a no-strings attached affair when SofÃa decides to

break things off to avoid heartache. They spend one last hot night together before Nikâ€™s world is

turned upside down by the news of his older brotherâ€™s untimely death â€“ forcing Nik to

unexpectedly assume the throne as King of Akathinia in the midst of some serious political turmoil

that could threaten his countryâ€™s stability. Then he discovers his last night with SofÃa has

resulted in a pregnancy. While his jaded past with women at first causes him to believe SofÃa

orchestrated the pregnancy on purpose, he whisks her away to Akathinia intent on presenting her

as his new Queen. What follows is a story of two guarded people learning how to come to grips with

the changes in their lives triggered by unforeseen events. In the process, SofÃa and Nik not only

learn how to love, lean on and trust each other (and enjoy some hot, steamy moments while doing

so), but also get to fulfil their secret dreams simply by following their hearts.I really connected with

SofÃa, a fiery Latina who wasnâ€™t afraid to stand up to the hero and tell him what she needed

from him (both in the bedroom and out, wink, wink).
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